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Basically the concept of good governance is a realization of participative establishment concept. Good Governance as a new paradigm of the establishment has positioned to a wider participation space in its process. The good governance quality will be gained if there are interactions of each components of governance it self, that are state, private sector, and civil society organization. LSM as one of civil society, has important contribution in building social interactions, economics and politics, including to invite social community to have participation or establishment. This research is to describe and analyze the role of farmer team group (Gapoktan) Bakti Makmur In Maintaining Social Forest In Register 30 Pekon Teratas, Sub District Kota Agung, District Tanggamus In 2010. Method of research typed as descriptif research with qualitative aggregation. Data collecting technique in this research are observation, digest interview and documentation.

Based on the research result, the role of farmer team group (Gapoktan) Bakti Makmur In Maintaining Social Forest In Register 30 Pekon Teratas Sub District Kota Agung, District Tanggamus In 2010 had brought positive impact to social, economy, and ecology in areal HKm Bakti Makmur. The social positive impact can be seen from those things : dialogically relation between the group HKm and government and also other participant in order to make green forest and wealthy social. The decrease of grouping clash in maintaining the land, the clash solvement by internal group mechanism, and some discussion of the group to government in law towards the clash that couldn’t be solved in internal group it self. While the economics impact can be
seen from the various plants grow in farming block includes high, mid and low. Kind of plants, and also the increase of land quality naturally. The attitudes from the whole participants had been realized to develop the purpose of quality works program. The cooperation between the member with government had help them to seeding and selling of harvest. The works of Gapoktan is good from democracy, participation, transparent, and accountability side eventhough it’s not maximally done yet. This condition describes that the works of gapoktan had done good governance well.

This research recommend that 1) the needs of Gapoktan foundation quality to be improved, like as the quality of human resourch, or the member, socialization on works program and making structural web cooperational to have good works program, in spite of programs innovation will be more uerful and more active. 2) the needs of social participation by participate in making decision includes arranging works programs or doing the works program it self, and doing the rule of works programs like paying the routine fund are registering Gapoktan members legally.
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